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Case Study:

“Whenever we need digital data, GWI
will automatically be our top choice.”
CHOO JIUN SHYAN, SENIOR EXECUTIVE, INSIGHTS
GROUPM MALAYSIA
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GroupM Malaysia Goes Far
Beyond Traditional Marketing
With GlobalWebIndex
GroupM is the world’s largest media investment group, responsible for one
in three ads globally. Managing a range of global industry-leading assets
including MediaCom Worldwide, Mindshare Worldwide and MAXUS, GroupM
puts its expansive track record of success with the world’s most renowned
brands down to its strategic “investments in data, technology and talented
people”. This core focus on data and people is what first led the GroupM
Malaysia team to GlobalWebIndex. Seeking new ways to drive a deeper
understanding of their audience, the team needed a way to go far beyond
traditional measures that were no longer enough.
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Using Audience Insights to Drive More Targeted Campaigns
“Before we started using GlobalWebIndex three
years ago, we mainly relied on other sources for
penetration and reach data”, says Choo Jiun Shyan,
Senior Executive, Insights, GroupM Malaysia.
Outlining how the Kuala Lumpur-based team
felt they needed a better understanding of their
audiences, Choo explains:

“We feel like we want to understand the
consumer better, and for that we need
more insights from the digital space.”
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“Penetration of the website is no longer adequate
to support our daily work.”
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Brand Interactions Among Female
Malaysians by Ethnicity
% who have interacted with brands in the
following ways in the last month

With the ability to go far beyond what they were used to, the team
could now uncover detailed insights into consumer needs, interests,
behaviors and perceptions, making their marketing a lot more
targeted, and expanding their reach in a more meaningful way.

“As a result of using GlobalWebIndex, our targeting
is a lot more specific and we are able to understand
our audience on a much deeper scale. It also allows
us to reach our audience in a more efficient way.”

1

Watched a video made by a brand

2

Visited a brand’s social network or micro-blog page

3

Read a branded blog

4

Clicked on an online ad displayed at the top or along the side of a website

5

Downloaded / used a branded app

6

Used a “social share” button on a website in order to share
something with your social network contacts (Since Q4 2015)
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Fast Access to Data Providing the
Right Answers at the Right Time
Exploring the breadth and depth of the GWI data set that offers instant
access to both global data spanning across 40 countries, and marketspecific insights, the GroupM team could tap into their unique market in
ways that were never before possible. “Malaysia is a unique market in
which ethnicity plays an essential role in terms of audience targeting. We
now have access to data on ethnicity using GWI’s Custom data which
has proved extremely valuable to us.” With over 100 people across the
organization accessing the platform, Choo highlights the need for fast
access to data, which is one of the key benefits for the team.

“It is user-friendly, simple and quick. Data
can be generated within seconds.”
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The quarterly turnaround of data is another huge advantage,

Brand Discovery Among Male Malaysians by Ethnicity

helping the team to keep up with the fast-moving media

the following means

% most likely to find out about new brands, products or services by

landscape.

“GWI provides one of the most up-to-date
surveys as the data is released quarterly. In
terms of digital, we need fast data as the
digital space can change very fast.”

1

Ad seen on TV (Since Q4 2015)

2

Word-of-mouth recommendation from a friend or family member

3

Ad seen online

4

Recommendation / comment on a social network

5

Brand / product websites

6

Ad seen at the cinema (Since Q4 2015)
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Improving Team Efficiency With
A One-Source Data Solution
Having used the platform for over three years, Choo explains how the team have been
particularly impressed with the progress that GWI is making as both the company and the
data grows. Reinforcing how useful the platform has been for the team, Choo says: “We would
definitely recommend GWI to others. We find it is so useful and up-to-date. The questionnaire
is continuously updated and moves with the times, so new elements are always introduced in
each wave, which makes it really relevant.” Pointing out the advantages of finally having a onesource data solution to improve efficiency across the organization, the team can take a more
productive approach to their strategy and creative campaigns, making it easier than ever to
provide their clients with audience-centric solutions based on insights they can trust.

“Data that points to a specific action or behavior is
really useful as these are valuable insights for clients.”
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www.globalwebindex.net
T + 44 207 731 1614 /// E hello@globalwebindex.net
/// A 3 Dorset Rise, London, EC4Y 8EN, UK

Get chart of the day
in your mailbox

Start your free 14-day trial
on PRO platform

Not ready to start your trial? Speak with sales development first:
E sales@globalwebindex.net
T + 44 207 731 1614
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